
Explore Egypt With Best 

Tour Packages



When it comes to Egypt, the attractions are endless that are engraved in
heavenly citifies such as Cairo, Alexandria, Aswan, Luxor, and Sinia.
They display the historical and cultural heritage of the country. All the
treasures and gems of Egypt's tourist attractions are enough to leave an
unforgettable and lifetime impression on your mind.



Egypt is one of the countries that enjoy a wide variety of monuments and
historical sites. Egypt is the land of the oldest civilization and is known
for the city of pyramids and pharaohs, and one of the most visited
destinations in the world. Egypt is a tourist destination loaded with full
of tombs, temples, and civilizations thousands of years old. Hidden in
fine sand, historic treasures have stimulated the imagination for decades.
However, in these vast desert nations, you have the opportunity to enjoy
the famous Nile cruise and scuba dive.



Why choose King Tut Tours

King Tut Tours is a world-class tour operator that is engaged in
handling Daily tours to Egypt and offers tailored-made Egyptian tour
packages. It involves trips to all the sightseeing spots and activities in
Egypt. The company is specialized in providing several customized
Egypt tours and packages, including Nile Cruises. Being an
experienced Egypt tour operator, the company has a professional
and experienced team of tour guides and operators who are well-
versed in all aspects of sightseeing work.



Egypt is the country of pyramids, the river Nile, the Sahara, and many
other tourist attractions that are enough to provide unforgettable
travel experiences. But these tours require to be managed hassle-free
way. As a professional company offering budgeted Egypt tours
and packages, our tour experts are ready to help at every stage of
the tour. Our Egypt tours and packages include:

 Reservations at The best 5 star Hotels & Restaurants

 Nile Cruise Trip & Dahabiya

 Egypt Pyramids Tours

 Private A.C Car Transfers

 Professional Tour Guides and other things to make it most comfy
and memorable tour

As it is a sophisticated travel agency and has ample experience in
delivering such services, the company plans its tour itineraries so that
the tourists can enjoy the trip extensively.

https://kingtut.tours/egypt-tours/tour-packages/


The major Egyptian tour packages
include:

 Egypt Tours for seniors

 Egypt Spiritual Tours

 Egypt Sahara Adventure Tours

 Egypt Luxury Holidays

 Egypt Red Sea Holidays

 Egypt Honeymoon Packages

 Egypt Classic Tours

 Egypt Family Holidays



Address:

King TUT Tours

Luxor, 85831, Egypt 

Phone: 201111049386

Email: info@kingtut.tours

Website: https://kingtut.tours/
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